
Strategic Sourcing: How RL Cold Ensures Quality 

Inputs for Every Project 

For building the best cold storage warehouses, picking the right materials is like crafting the 

perfect tune for each project. Whether it's a massive site or a smaller local venture, getting 

the materials spot-on is key. If you prefer precision and quality RL Cold stands out for its 

commitment to excellence. One key aspect of their cold storage warehouse construction is 

their strategic sourcing approach, ensuring that every project is backed by top-notch 

materials and inputs. 

 

Unveiling the Strategy 

At the core of RL Cold's success lies a carefully crafted strategic sourcing strategy. They 

understand that the foundation of a durable and efficient cold storage facility begins with 

the materials used in its construction. From the concrete that forms the sturdy base to the 

specialized insulation materials that regulate temperature, RL Cold leaves no stone unturned 

in ensuring superior quality.  

Leveraging an Expansive Pipeline of Developments 

RL Cold's strategic sourcing prowess is amplified by their expansive pipeline of 

developments. By capitalizing on a broad network of projects, they gain valuable insights 

into the performance of various materials in different environments. This hands-on 

experience allows them to fine-tune their sourcing strategy, selecting materials that have 

proven reliability and durability across diverse conditions. 

Localized Sourcing for Efficiency 

Recognizing the importance of adapting to regional nuances, the cold storage developers 

prefer localized sourcing. RL Cold believe that materials sourced locally not only contribute 

to the community but also cater to the specific needs of each project. This approach not 

only ensures efficiency in the supply chain but also fosters relationships with local suppliers, 

creating a symbiotic ecosystem. 
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Quality Control Measures 

RL Cold takes quality control seriously. Rigorous testing protocols are implemented at every 

stage, from the procurement of raw materials to the final construction phase. This 

meticulous approach guarantees that only materials meeting RL Cold's stringent standards 

make their way into the construction process.  

Triple Net Leases: A Financial Pillar for Quality Assurance 

Fully funded capital through Triple Net Leases (NNN) is another element that fortifies RL 

Cold's commitment to quality. By securing financial stability, RL Cold eliminates the risk of 

compromising on material quality due to budget constraints. 

Continuous Improvement and Adaptation 

RL Cold’s cold storage developer remains agile by continuously assessing new materials, 

construction technologies, and industry trends. This proactive approach allows them to 

integrate the latest advancements into their strategic sourcing model, keeping their projects 

at the forefront of innovation. 

For more information on projects completed, visit https://rlcold.com/ 
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